News Release

RFMW, Ltd. and Sunny Electronics Announce Distribution Agreement
San Jose, CA and Tustin, CA, – Sept 4, 2013 – RFMW Ltd. and Sunny Electronics Corp. USA, a world
leader in the manufacture of frequency control devices, today announced a worldwide distribution
agreement effective September 3, 2013. Sunny Electronics offers the most comprehensive line of frequency
control devices in the industry, supplying products from tuning fork to extremely high endvoltage/temperature controlled crystal oscillators. RFMW Ltd. is a specialized distributor providing customers
and suppliers with focused distribution of RF and microwave components as well as specialized componentengineering support.
Per the new distribution agreement, RFMW will stock, distribute and provide application engineering support
TM
for Sunny Electronics broad product portfolio, including their new FastClock series of clock oscillators (XO)
and voltage controlled oscillators (VCXO).
“RFMW’s large customer base supported by their technically adept sales team makes them the ideal
distributor to handle the Sunny Electronics crystal oscillator products.” said Dan Lee, Director of Business
Development for Sunny Electronics. “Our new FastClock XOs and VCXOs use state-of-the-art, factory
configurable silicon technology to provide high performance, customer specific devices in less than 5 days.”
According to Steve Takaki, Vice President of RFMW, Ltd., “the Sunny FastClock oscillators offer phase jitter
performance equivalent or better than some fixed frequency crystals. We see this as a big benefit to our
customers on tight time schedules who currently wait 6 to 8 weeks for a crystal based solution or must
choose a quick-turn but inferior performance programmable solution. Sunny Electronics offers both
performance and quick-turn with the FastClock series. Our immediate goal is introducing customers to
FastClock and then supporting production orders with either FastClock or a fixed frequency oscillator.”
About Sunny Electronics Corp. USA
Founded in 1966, Sunny Electronics Corporation has become the world largest manufacturer of Frequency
Control Devices. Since then, we have developed into a service oriented company with very knowledgeable
management team which includes dedicated sales, production, engineering and R&D staff committed to
total customer satisfaction. From tuning fork crystals to extremely high end-voltage/temperature controlled
crystal oscillators, Sunny Electronics Corporation offers the most comprehensive line of frequency control
devices in the industry. Sunny Electronics Corporation is committed to aggressive research and
development allowing us to stay at the fore front of leading edge technology in the frequency control
industry. Our motto is “Provide the best quality, price, and delivery to satisfy customers”. Since the
foundation, our goal has always been to exceed customers’ expectations. Sunny Electronics Corporation is
publically traded on the Korean Stock Exchange: KOPSI - Sunny Electronics Corp. (004770.KS)
About RFMW
RFMW Ltd. is a specialty electronics distribution company focused exclusively on serving customers that
require RF and microwave components and semiconductors, as well as component engineering support.
The company continues to expand its list of products from selective suppliers with RF/microwave expertise.
RFMW deploys a highly experienced, technically skilled team to assist customers with component selection
and fulfillment.
To learn more about RFMW, visit their Website at www.rfmw.com, or call us at 1.877.FOR.RFMW (3677369), or via e-mail at info@rfmw.com.
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